
WRITING ASSESSMENTS FOR 4TH GRADE

Writing Assessment. Here you can evaluate your child's writing on the main components which it should contain using
the attached checklists for each genre. 4th.

Pet Peeve. Of all animals, wild or domesticated, which is your favorite? Extreme Weather. Think of the way
you prefer to learn, such as by reading, listening, or doing. Special Moments. Learn about where they lived,
their culture, and their use of natural resources in their area. Endangered Species. Imagine you could travel
back in time to when your mom or dad was your age. Include facts about why it is endangered and any
changes that people can make to help increase its population. If you could be president for a day or the
principal of your school , what would you do? What made it so special? What would you want those items to
be and why? In the fifth and eighth grade assessments, students will study nonfiction research methods in
reading workshop and research-based argument essay writing in writing workshop. You want a new puppy.
Select an animal to research. Describe what happened and how the class reacted. Write an essay about a day
when everything went wrong. The texts for these tasks are included where we have obtained permissions; in
some cases you will need to purchase the relevant texts. Include facts about what inspired him or her to start
writing. Do some research to determine the best breed for your family and write about it. Who is your favorite
TV, movie, or music star? Role Model. You will find teacher instructions as well as student-facing
instructions and supports; you will also find rubrics that clearly connect the task to the CCSS, and annotated
and graded examples of student work. Time Travel. Explain why you would like to get better and list some
steps you can take to make it happen. The performance assessments you will find here were designed to align
to particular Common Core State Standards in reading and writing, and to anchor specific units of study in
data collection and close observation of student work. Explain how to play your favorite video or board game
to someone who has never played it before. New Puppy.


